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Abstract

AlphaFold2 (AF2) has made significant strides in computational structural biology
and drug discovery. However, limitations remain, particularly for downstream
tasks such as molecular docking. We propose inaccuracies in amino acid sidechain
prediction could contribute to these limitations. To address this, we explored
two simple and complementary strategies to improve sidechain accuracy in AF2:
(1) substituting the default ResNet-based angle predictor in AlphaFold2 with a
Transformer-like model, and (2) refining the angle predictor using an energy-like
loss function. Our analysis indicates that ResNets and Transformers offer com-
parable performance. However, training with an energy-like loss can sometimes
boost structural quality, especially when the entire model is finetuned. We suggest
a holistic approach that looks beyond AF2’s sidechain torsion angle predictor to
improve sidechain modeling in future studies.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Significance of Sidechains in Drug Discovery

The discovery and design of novel drugs remain central to advancing medical science, with protein
structures serving as critical components in structure-based drug discovery. While the unveiling of
AlphaFold2 [1] (AF2) marked a monumental leap in computational protein structure prediction, it’s
important to delineate its capabilities and limitations.

One significant limitation of AF2 lies in the use of its predictions for molecular docking, a technique
vital for drug discovery [2–4]. Molecular docking often necessitates highly accurate predictions of
sidechain orientations to forecast how potential drug molecules may interact with target proteins.
Although AF2 offers impressive accuracy overall, its predictions often contain differences (some
subtle, some not) that adversely affect the performance of subsequent docking methods. For instance,
a study by He et al. [4] examined four small molecule-GPCR binding complexes and found that, in
three of these complexes, the sidechain conformations predicted by AF2 deviated sufficiently from
experimental structures, leading to altered docking results for known active compounds.

Furthermore, sidechains are central to the differences observed between apo (without ligand) and
holo (with ligand) protein structures. Accurate sidechain modeling is essential as these differences
often arise from shifts in sidechain torsional angles, which in turn affect configurational entropy and
the local chemical environment [5, 6]. These shifts in torsional angles are crucial to understanding the
distinctions between apo and holo structures and are integral to the drug discovery process. Therefore,
precise modeling of sidechains is imperative for developing effective drugs in various contexts.
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1.2 The Evolution of Sidechain Modeling Techniques

Sidechain modeling, along with protein structure prediction in general, has undergone significant
development in recent years. There are several problem formulations of note: sidechain packing,
simultaneous modeling of protein sidechain and backbone atoms, and lastly, extensions of AF2 to
improve its sidechain modeling capabilities.

The Sidechain Packing Challenge The sidechain packing problem has historically been one of
the prominent challenges in protein structure prediction. The issue revolves around determining
the optimal sidechain orientations on a fixed backbone. Several algorithms and heuristics have
been developed to address this challenge, with traditional approaches searching rotamer libraries for
sidechain conformations with favorable energy [7, 8]. Several machine learning approaches have also
been developed [9–11], taking advantage of diverse deep learning model architectures to achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy and speed.

Unified Backbone and Sidechain Prediction While the sidechain packing approach provides
valuable insights, it simplifies the real-world scenario where sidechain and backbone conformations
are intrinsically linked. Recognizing this interdependence, researchers have aimed to jointly predict
both [1, 12, 13]. Methods that adopt this strategy often may also benefit from iterative refinement,
where backbone and sidechain predictions inform and refine each other in a cyclic manner [1].
AlphaFold2 is a prime example of both unified protein backbone and sidechain prediction as well as
iterative refinement. It is worth noting that AF2’s sidechain predictions, though accurate, are still not
as accurate as some of the contemporary sidechain packing techniques described above.

1.3 Potential Avenues for Improved Sidechain Modeling

Given AF2’s impact, efforts to enhance its sidechain accuracy have also emerged. These include
traditional refinement methods using molecular dynamics (MD) [14] and docking pipelines [15],
novel refinement methods [16, 17], enhancing AF2 s input [18, 19], or finetuning AF2 itself [20].

Building on these advancements, the integration of more sophisticated architectures and training
techniques presents a potential avenue for improved sidechain modeling. For instance, considering
the widespread success of the Transformer architecture across various domains, it stands as a
promising replacement for the ResNet angle predictor in AF2. Adept at managing complex long-
range dependencies, Transformers might be especially beneficial in modeling sidechain interactions
and packing. In addition, an alternative strategy is implementing an energy-like loss function to guide
models based on the energetics of protein structures.

2 Methods

Data One of our underlying hypotheses is that protein structures with lower potential energy and
fewer atomic clashes are more desirable for practical applications like structure-based drug discovery.
Therefore, we utilize an energy-minimized subset (about 32,000 protein chains) of the CASP12
iteration of the SidechainNet dataset [21, 22]. The protein chains in this dataset were minimized
using an energy-like loss function that interprets forces computed by OpenMM software as gradients.
A validation set from CAMEO [23] was selected to match the set used in the OpenFold paper [24]. A
test set of 93 proteins was selected from a one-year window of CAMEO proteins ending on January
3, 2023. Validation and test sets were minimized similarly to our training set. Structures that failed
minimization were excluded from training and evaluation.

Pretraining Procedure Training AlphaFold2 requires significant computational resources. To
adapt to this challenge, we developed a pretraining method that enables the independent training of
AF2’s angle predictor component. To do this, we first performed inference for our dataset using the
AF2 weights (finetuning_5.pt provided by OpenFold [24]). During inference, we recorded the
inputs to the angle predictor and the target angle values from the true structure. Next, we trained each
angle predictor model separately from the AF2 model on this data using the supervised_chi loss, a
weighted combination of Mean Squared Error on predicted sin/cos angle values and on the magnitude
of the sin/cos vectors to ensure they lie on the unit circle. After pretraining, angle predictors can be
reconstituted in the complete AF2 model, replacing the default ResNet.
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Model Layers Heads Model Dim Feed-Forward Dim # Params
ResNet (all models) 2 - 128 - 166K
AngleTransformer 42 1 64 1024 6.4M

Table 1: Comparison of ResNet and AngleTransformer model architectures.

3 Results

We investigate the impact of two modifications to AlphaFold2 to improve its sidechain modeling
capabilities: (1) replacing AF2’s ResNet-based angle prediction with a Transformer-based model,
and (2) finetuning AF2’s angle predictors to predict structures with lower energy.

3.1 Replacing AF2’s ResNet with the AngleTransformer

Because Transformer-like models for protein sequence modeling are highly performant, we posited
that substituting them for AF2’s ResNet could improve sidechain modeling. We executed a hyper-
parameter sweep over approximately 500 Transformer-like architectures and found several models
comparable to the baseline ResNet from AF2. Models were first pretrained separately from the
complete AF2 model, as described in Section 2.

We evaluate the performance on various metrics for four models: (1) ResNet (AF2) - the pretrained
ResNet directly loaded from the OpenFold model, (2) ResNet (untrained) - the ResNet architecture
from AF2 without the pretrained weights, (3) ResNet (retrained) - where the untrained ResNet
is trained from scratch, and (4) AngleTransformer (AT) - the Transformer-like model from our
hyperparameter sweep with the lowest Mean Absolute Error (MAE) on sidechain torsion angles from
our validation set. ResNet (untrained) was included as a baseline to differentiate the impact of the
angle predictor versus the rest of the AF2 model on structural accuracy. Model architectures are
summarized in Table 1. Transformer models are encoder-only, use GeLU activation, and include
linear and 1-D convolutional layers applied to their input before positional encoding and attention.

Angle Predictor Pretraining We first evaluated the models by pretraining them outside of the
complete AF2 model, stopping training when the validation set loss angle MAE stopped improving.
Results are seen in Figures 1 (upper half) and S1. Despite the theoretical shortcomings of pretraining
angle predictors without using the full model, we find that the ResNet (retrained) can recover a large
portion of the all-atom structural accuracy, measured by the All-Atom local Distance Difference Test
(lDDTAA). We also see that lDDTAA is mostly simlar across pretrained models (Figures S1b, S1c).
Concerning sidechain torsion angle prediction MAE, ResNet (retrained) can match the performance
of the original ResNet (AF2) (Figure S1d), though it is outperformed by the AngleTransformer
(Figures S1e, S1f). Figures S1j and S1k summarize the performance of each model across the four
sidechain torsional angles and by amino acid hydrophobicity.

Lastly, in Figures S1g, S1h, and S1i, we see that our pretraining procedure generally results in predic-
tions with higher violation loss than the fully trained ResNet (AF2) model. However, ResNets have
lower violation loss than AngleTransformers despite not being trained to minimize this component
during pretraining. Violation loss is a component of AF2’s composite loss function that reflects the
number of structural violations (i.e., bond lengths or angles that differ from expected values).

Angle Predictor Pretraining and Finetuning We hypothesized that we would get a complete
picture of the AngleTransformer and ResNet’s strengths if we finetuned each further, reconstituting
them into the full AF2 model while freezing the rest of AF2’s weights. The results of this finetuning
experiment are summarized in Figure 1 (lower half), Figure S2 and Table 2.

After finetuning the ResNet and AngleTransformer, we find that both increase in accuracy with
respect to MAE and lDDTAA, with the AngleTransformer outperforming the ResNet (retrained)
on MAE by a few degrees (Figure S2e and Table 2, p=0.056) and the ResNet insignificantly more
performant according to lDDTAA (Figure S2b and Table 2, p=0.306). Violation loss values have
improved for both models after finetuning, with ResNets still having an advantage (Figures S2h, S2i).
The AngleTransformer is slightly better at predicting hydrophilic residue torsion angles than the
ResNet (Figures S2k and S3).
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Figure 1: Comparing angle predictors before (top) and after (bottom) finetuning (other AF2 weights
frozen) using the full AlphaFold loss. Higher lDDTAA, lower violation loss, and lower angle MAE
are better. Figure legends summarize x and y-axis statistics.

Model lDDTAA MAE (degrees) Violation Loss

ResNet (AF2) 0.730 49.177 0.0004
ResNet (untrained) 0.642 80.208 0.2051
ResNet (retrained) 0.729 49.352 0.0007

AngleTransformer 0.718 46.546 0.0136

Table 2: Accuracy on CAMEO test set structures after pretraining and finetuning procedures.

3.2 Energy-based Loss Functions

We also utilized an energy-based training procedure called OpenMM-Loss to improve the structural
quality of predicted structures, introduced and described in detail in King and Koes [22]. At a high
level, this method interprets the potential energy of predicted structures as a loss function and the
atomic forces as gradients for end-to-end training.

To find the experimental conditions resulting in the highest accuracy, we evaluated several different
variables in tandem: using the ResNet vs. AngleTransformer, OpenMM-Loss (OMM) vs. standard
finetuning (no-OMM), and various finetuning procedures that finetuned only the angle predictor or
the entire AF2 model.

Angle Predictor Finetuning With and Without OpenMM-Loss In our first set of experiments,
we took the ResNet (retrained), hereafter referred to as "ResNet," and AngleTransformer models
developed above and reconstituted them into the complete AF2 model. We finetuned the angle
predictors only as in Section 3.1 while testing the effects of training with and without OMM. All
models were trained for about one week using four A100 GPUs. ResNets and AngleTransformers
significantly differed in their training behavior (Figure S4). ResNets, in general, benefitted from much
faster training times and reached their maximal accuracy values in the shortest number of training
steps. In the allotted compute budget, it is unclear if the AngleTransformer reached its maximum
accuracy. Accuracy and structural quality metrics for four models (AT-OMM, AT-no-OMM, ResNet-
OMM, and ResNet-no-OMM) are summarized in Figures S5, S6, and S7.

Entire Model Finetuning With and Without OpenMM-Loss Lastly, we investigated finetuning
the angle predictor and the rest of the AF2 model with and without OpenMM-Loss (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Comparing angle predictors after whole model finetuning with and without OpenMM-Loss.

3.3 Summary and Future Directions

We explored ResNets, Transformer-like architectures, and various training strategies for predicting
sidechain torsional angles in AlphaFold2 (AF2). ResNets proved more efficient, achieving maximum
accuracy in about 1/2 the number of steps (Figure S4). Eventually, both model types showed similar
structural accuracy with several distinctions. AngleTransformers had lower angle MAE, with the
biggest increases in accuracy for distal sidechain chi angles (χ2−4) (Figure S6) and flexible residues
like glutamic and aspartic acids (Figure S3). However, ResNets achieved similar or better lDDTAA

and, surprisingly, lower violation loss scores even when pretrained to minimize angle loss alone
(Figures 1 and 2).

Training with OpenMM Loss didn’t significantly alter accuracy (Figures S5 and S6). OpenMM-
Loss did, however, reduce the potential energy, violation loss values, and Clash Scores in both
AngleTransformers and ResNets (Figures 2 and S7). Lastly, given the same time to train, ResNets
achieve lower OpenMM-Loss and violation loss scores than AngleTransformers. We propose that the
added model complexity of AngleTransformers, combined with our pretraining strategy to minimize
angle MAE, may not offer enough overall benefits to warrant replacing AF2’s ResNet.

Our experiments underscore the importance of a comprehensive approach to improving sidechain-
level protein structures. While refining AF2’s angle predictor can enhance sidechain modeling,
finetuning the entire model yields the best accuracy and structural quality results. Future work
could explore alternative sidechain prediction representations, possibly eschewing χ-angle prediction
for atomistic modeling of sidechain-backbone interactions. Another worthwhile avenue might be
implementing more efficient attention mechanisms, balancing improvement in expressiveness with
cost-effectiveness. Alternatively, attention mechanisms might be supplemented by including a
geometric prior, constructing attention weights based on distances or other geometric feature vectors
measured from the data. Finally, since OpenMM-Loss does not have a significant impact on structural
accuracy, it would be interesting to observe the effect of using predictions from models finetuned
with OpenMM-Loss on downstream tasks like molecular docking.
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Supplementary Material

Code can be found at https://github.com/jonathanking/angletransformer and
https://github.com/jonathanking/openfold.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Figure S1: Pretraining: Comparing AF2 angle predictor structure accuracy on held-out CAMEO
test set proteins after pretraining only. Higher lDDTAA is better. Lower violation loss and angle
MAE are better.
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Figure S2: Pretraining and Finetuning: Comparing AF2 angle predictor structure accuracy after
finetuning models from Figure S1. Higher lDDTAA is better. Lower violation loss and angle MAE
are better.
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Figure S3: Comparing AF2 angle predictor angle accuracy by residue identity. Lower MAE is better.

Figure S4: Evaluting the effect of OMM-Loss on training angle predictors. AT-OMM-10x is an
AngleTransformer model identical to AT-OMM, but the weight of the OpenMM-Loss component
is increased 10x (from 0.01 to 0.1) in the AlphaFold2 composite loss function. Higher lDDTAA is
better.
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Figure S5: Comparing lDDTAA after finetuning full AF2 models across two variables: AngleTrans-
former vs ResNet, and OpenMM-Loss (OMM) vs standard AF2 loss. Higher lDDTAA is better.

Figure S6: Comparing angle MAE after finetuning full AF2 models across two variables: Angle-
Transformer vs ResNet, and OpenMM-Loss (OMM) vs standard AF2 loss. For angle MAE, lower is
better.
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Figure S7: Comparing structural quality metrics after finetuning full AF2 models across two variables:
AngleTransformer vs ResNet, and OpenMM-Loss (OMM) vs standard AF2 loss. For violation and
clash score values, lower is better.
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